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DO THE POOR
DESERVE BETTER?
CMC THINKS SO!
LAUNCH OF THE HOME CARE VEHICLE APPEAL
We need £10,000 to provide the next Home Care Team Vehicle - See page 10

together, we
make it easier.

Who are the really poor?
Since we started supporting the small clinics in Old Town, this has remained the
question and it came up again when I visited Dr. Sunil Abraham and the LCECU team
in June. Four clinics are working well and patient numbers are building strongly as
the community gains confidence in the scheme. A fifth clinic was closed after the
local community failed to engage with it but an alternative area had been selected
and it was this area which was to prove fascinating.

Dr. Sunil believed that there was a 20%
“under-class” of desperately poor people who
were almost invisible and would not put
themselves forward for any form of treatment
or other support. This new area, R S Nagar, is
about as disadvantaged as it gets, being the
old red district where the legacy of HIV and
sexually transmitted diseases is very high.
Most of the folk living there are squatters and
this is perhaps one reason why they do not
want to draw attention to themselves by
contacting anyone in any form of authority.
We had offered Dr. Sunil a field worker to
find out more about this area and the people
who live there. However this was overtaken
by an opportunity to set up a research
programme with a small team of Australian
social workers who are going to investigate
the area in the next few months. They intend
to make “door-to-door” enquiries as to who
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these people are, what they do and where (if
at all) they seek help with health and other
issues.
The results should be fascinating and
might help Dr. Sunil direct his project at the
most needy. I was able to look over the area
and it is very challenging. However there is a
good building for the proposed clinic. I met a
Pastor Emmanuel who had been working in
the area for several years and it was very
informative to listen to him. Apart from all the
social issues, what struck me was the fact
that these very poorest had become locked in
to their own limitations and that there was no
belief that individuals could improve either
themselves or the community. Pastor
Emmanuel explained that schooling was
available but attendance was limited – “what
was the point?” being the issue.
It was interesting that there are two main
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streets in R S Nagar. Each is an individual
community and from different castes. This
means that to engage with the population of
R S Nagar, two separate meetings are
required as – although everyone is very
enthusiastic about the prospects of a clinic
and medical support – they will still not mix
or talk to each other!
So the challenges are not just medical but
also to really engage in developing a will to
lift the community. Hopefully the clinic will be
a first step and that other programmes will
come out of it especially if the Australian
study can shed fresh light on the issues. We
discussed sports for the children and youth
groups after our early efforts at RUHSA had
proved very effective in getting the younger
generation together – maybe a very small
start. We will fund some initial equipment
and one of the doctors, who is of Indian /
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project. Many thanks especially to Aberdeen
and Walberswick who have raised money for
this work alongside regular donors.
However, surely this work needs to go on
after the three years to which we signed up,
initially. So please help this work, if you can
make a gift. “Who are the really poor?” – I do
not have a full answer but many of them are
in R S Nagar for sure.
Dr Sunil Abraham meets one of his patients.

Canadian extraction and used to be captain of
his college volleyball team, has offered to
coach!
I visited other areas covered by the LCECU
work. In another shanty town of makeshift
properties – all illegal on government land –
they were recovering after the government
had put in a new drain. This had meant
bulldozing many properties along the drain

line but a few days later they were rebuilding
and getting back to normal. Much of the
material for these homes is scavenged and it
was surprising to see that old bus seats from
the nearby bus depot formed a lot of the
furniture.
This year we will be sending out our third
year of funding for the team of community
nurse, occupational therapist and driver to the

LCECU - CHRISTMAS DAY
ON THE MEN’S WARD
Surrounded by the season’s love and skilled care, hospital may truly
be the best place to be if you come from the city slums. That surely is
the verdict of those unfortunate enough to be in the Low Cost Care
Unit (LCECU).on Christmas Day last year.
Though it may be considered as summer elsewhere, people in Vellore
feel the Indian winter cold as much as those in other parts of the world
facing much lower temperatures. Patients come to LCECU with the
same winter problems, such as colds and fevers. Most of those on the
Men’s ward were there with high fevers.

On duty Christmas morning, the doctor with
Rajendramurthi and his wife in the ward at LCECU.

RAJENDRA, aged 47, known to suffer from hypertension, was
admitted complaining of continuous fever. By Christmas Day he had
no fever for the last 3 days and could be discharged. He had been a
farm worker, unemployed for three years. Although illiterate
themselves, Rajendramurthi and his wife, Talakvari, aged 37 were
making sure that that their three children attended school.The family
would be really destitute without their monthly Rs.1,000 unemployment
pay and free 25kg rice ration which they receive through the Chief
Minister’s Fund.
V E L L O R E
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Murugesan aged 50 and his wife, Sumathi, aged 47 have 3 grown
up sons. One is an auto-rickshaw driver. One does electrical work and
the third is a daily wage earner. Murugesan has a history of persistent
fever. He has not worked for the last three months. Now he was in the
ward in LCECU, complaining again of fever for the past ten days.
Previously he had been admitted both in LCECU and the government
hospital in Vellore. The government hospital had done blood tests, the
results of which showed that both Murugesan and Sumathi were
possibly HIV+. LCECU had taken further blood tests and Murugesan
was in the ward, awaiting the results of the investigations. If confirmed
as HIV+, the couple would be started on treatment and counselled as
to their life style and prospects. Possibly not the best news to receive
at Christmas time, but in LCECU they would be treated and helped with
the utmost care and sympathy.

Murugesan and his
wife outside the ward
in LCECU.

MURTHI, aged 62 and his family are traditional barbers. One son is
a barber and his daughter is married to a barber. His second son is a
tailor. None of them have had any formal education. Many who live in
the slums suffer with hypertension, as does Murthi. In common with
most of the patients in the ward on Christmas Day, he was admitted
with high fever, under observation. His wife Danalakshmi was at his
bedside, throughout, to bring his meals from home and to look after
him. Nothing untoward having been found, he was waiting, with
relief, to be discharged.

Murthi with his wife,
Danalakshmi, waiting
to go home.

CMC Council 2014
One of the core themes of the CMC Council 2014 was the Kannigapuram
Project, presented earnestly by Prof Sunil Chandy, the Director, as a matter
of urgency. This is a direct response to the new 'life challenge' presented by
high speed roads in the emerging economy of India.
I labelled this a life challenge because its costs lives.

Architect's impression of Kannigapuram Campus...
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CMC - Carrying on
the torch of life
Christian Medical College,Vellore, Home of a healing God remains as ever, a place
of welcome, hospitality and healing at the very heart of Vellore and India
It was a delight to enter into her gates, for
prayer, fellowship and thanksgiving, once
again this year, to celebrate the birth
centenary of Paul Brand. Our visit this year
began with two days of Council meetings
which was an experience of
'Business in CMC Style' after 25 years of
absence from it. Major decisions were made
through prayerful listening, mindful
deliberations and hopeful decisions of

consensus. Now, having been used to voting
on voting, in other such meetings, this
reminded me of what CMC is - a people
who joyfully serve their Master, together as
one, in doing their Utmost for the Highest.
In between these two formal meetings,
the Council and the Centenary Celebrations,
linked with loving and generous hospitality
at the homes of friends in CMC, Amudha
and I found within ourselves the

reawakening of the joy of serving the One
who came not to be ministered unto but to
minister. Like every other human institution,
CMC too is exposed to the challenges of
'human condition'. What sets it apart from
the rest is its ethos founded in Christ and
nurtured through the lives of people like Ida
Scudder, Paul Brand and the many who
continue to minister there to this day.
Isaac Poobalan

During one of our many trips between Vellore
and Bangalore, right before our eyes, four
young men crossing the National Highway
(motorway) on motorbikes were hit by a
vehicle travelling at high speed. One minute
they had youthful invincibility and the next they
were like the proverbial flowers of the field,
dead. Witnessing this unspeakable loss was
most traumatic and it would not require much
imagination to think of the families who will

have dealt with, not only the loss of a son or a
brother but also the most needed income,
merely to live. This 'life challenge' has arrived
at the doors of CMC in the last two years and
Kannigapuram is its response in the form of a
trauma centre.
Prof Sunil Chandy showed a short film
called 'Lead India - the tree' as part of his
presentation, and inspired the Council to take
on this challenge of what is seen as

insurmountable through leadership and
prayerful collaboration - locally and globally.
The Council responded to this call with joy and
hope and I would urge the FOV UK Newsletter
subscribers to pray for this project and
respond strategically through proposing it to
funding bodies and philanthropists. The 3
minutes long video, 'Lead India - the tree' can
be found on You Tube.
Isaac Poobalan

...Kanningapuram today.
V E L L O R E
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RESHAPING
OUR VISION AND
STRATEGY:
Dr Gareth Tuckwell – Chairman
Our vision does not change but the way we are called on to turn
it into reality inevitably does in our fast-moving ‘instant’ world.
Vision is looking at a hungry family on a dusty street corner in
rural Tamil Nadu and producing not only a meal but the means
to feed the family day by day.
It is watching people of different castes who are living on the
margins in Vellore, trying to relate, scrambling for food, purpose,
health and hope and engaging with them, offering a clinic and an
outreach team to begin to make a difference. It is looking at
sick, hurt and wounded people and having a picture of them
recreated by God’s love and then being part of loving them into
new being.
Friends of Vellore UK has been a registered UK Charity for in
excess of 50 years but has origins reaching back nearly a
century. During this time, the Charity’s primary role has been to
support and encourage the development of the Christian Medical
College and Hospital (CMC) at Vellore as both a hospital aspiring
to clinical excellence and as a major Christian institution. The
Hospital’s Christian ethos and attention to the plight of poor,
deprived and disadvantaged people has been a powerful driver
in garnering interest and funding.
During this period CMC has developed from a small hospital
largely supported by American generosity to becoming one of
the leading hospitals in India with an established reputation and a
growing respect for clinical excellence and research. CMC is
now increasingly self-sufficient and while welcoming financial,
technical and professional support from around the world, is no
longer dependent on it.
It is against this backdrop that the Friends of Vellore Trustees
have sought to review the Charity’s strategy and redefine the
partnership with CMC for the next 6 year period (2014-2020).
After wide consultation, prayer and discussion, the Board has
agreed strategic objectives. These are set to ensure the charity
has a clear focus and does not inappropriately become diverted
from its primary call to further extend the work of CMC with poor,
deprived and disadvantaged people. When we set foot in CMC
and begin to listen to staff, we find the needs and opportunities
are bewildering. We need this framework below so that as we
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listen to God and to the pull of our hearts we can see where our
small but significant financial contribution and our limited
expertise can make the greatest impact for people close to
Vellore who are living on the margins of existence.
•

We will support CMC in every appropriate way to hold
to its Christian ethos as it seeks to serve the nation of
India in the Spirit of Christ;

•

We will strengthen the ability of CMC to reach out in
innovative ways to meet the healthcare and wellbeing
needs of poor, deprived and disadvantaged people.
In particular, over the next five years we will offer support:

•

Through the Person to Person Fund, promoting the
benefits of donating to the fund within our sphere of
influence;

•

To encourage the outward-looking drive within CMC to
resource Mission Hospitals, initially through networking,
communication, distance learning and staff training. We have
a strong desire to see mission hospital initiatives related to
general rather than individual needs succeed and will
endeavour to offer support in every appropriate way, raising
funds as and when specific needs become identified. We will
work to ensure the success of undergraduate and
postgraduate placements and explore creative ways of
ensuring they have adequate professional healthcare cover.

•

For new initiatives and non-core services. With regard to
funding new posts, we will look to providing ‘pump-priming’
salary grants for a limited number of years with the aim of
having posts adopted within CMC’s relevant departments’
permanent establishments and budgets.
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•

To extend the work of the Low Cost Effective Care
Unit to enable it to widen its reach and strengthen the
portfolio of services it is able to deliver;

•

To the Rural Unit for Health and Social Affairs in
their endeavours to develop programmes of support to
those living in extreme poverty who struggle to access
health and development resources. Grants will be made
through the charity’s Vellore Rural Communities Trust
Fund (VRCT) and preference will be given to innovative
schemes that have the longer term potential to become
self-sustaining;

•

To the domiciliary work of the CMC Palliative Care
Team and to the provision of symptom-controlling drugs
which cannot be afforded by those with life-threatening
and progressive disease, along with short-term
bereavement support for families.

•

We will strengthen our partnership with CMC,
Vellore by building closer meaningful relationships
with key staff and ensuring our areas for action
and investment meet with CMC approval;

•

We will strengthen relationship with other FOVs
internationally and be ready to work with them so
long as their focus is aligned to ours;

•

We will be open to mergers with like-minded small
UK charities working in India should there be clear
operational advantages from such a move and our
charity name is not compromised; likewise we will
open an exploratory dialogue with other
organisations offering a potentially meaningful
working partnership.

championing an area of our strategy along with being
responsible for the governance of FOV UK.
Inevitably some of our Board members have decided that
this is the time for them to retire. We are immensely grateful
for the contributions made by Victor Duraiswamy, Brian
Witchalls, Brian Leslie, William Cutting, Christopher Green
and Monica Hopkins over very many years. Together their
association with and service to CMC and FOV UK must
amount to100 years or more!
The new Trustees are Dr. Geoff Levine, Rev Joy Levine, Mr
Richard Rajamanickam, Dr Raj RajaRatnam and Dr Johnson
Samuel.
We are delighted that our Patrons have been re-elected
for a further four year term.
If you would like a copy of our Strategic Direction and our
revised Constitution they are available from our FOV UK
office. We so need your ongoing support. Please pray for
our work, spreading the word of what we are about and
considering a regular financial contribution to enable our
vision to become reality! I have worked full-time in charities
for nearly 30 years but it is only with this charity that every
pound given goes directly to the lives in need. I have been
astounded to see the very real difference every £10 can
make. For the cost of a tank of petrol we see lives
transformed and hope given time and again.
Ida Scudder could never have imagined what her first
‘Yes’ would lead to. When she looked back at her journey
she marvelled at how God’s indwelling presence had led her,
one step at a time: “I took only one step at a time, the step
God showed me.” We will endeavour to be led by Him each
step of the way.

We then looked at the structure needed to deliver on our
strategy and have agreed a revised Constitution to meet the
needs of today. Fast clear communication is vital and where
possible face to face communication (even if via Skype) is
likely to bring the best results. To this end we are
appointing an Executive Team, each member of which holds
responsibility as a Trustee of the charity. It is vital that each
member can give time to the task and hold responsibility for
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ENRICHING HUMAN LIFE
By Dr Sam David, Mission Office, CMC.

“To affirm and bask in the goodness of the world, to praise God for the wonders
of creation, to practice responsible stewardship of this small planet, and honor its
Maker by using its resources wisely for the welfare of the race and enriching of
human life are all integral aspects of the work that Christians are called to do...”
J.I Packer & Thomas Howard, Christianity: The true Humanism
God found His creation to be good.
Unfortunately, the fall of man thwarted all that.
Greed and selfishness became part of the
human race. Is God a silent spectator or active
participant in His redemptive process? I am
convinced, as I strive in the missions’ office
here at CMC, I am partnering with the Creator
Himself.
As I travel around, visit and interact with
those in the surviving mission hospitals, there
are so many things to be thankful for. The
history of many of these hospitals can be
traced back to late 19th or early 20th century.
Wherever I go, I return with overwhelming
appreciation for those who pioneered. They
heard the call of God to leave their home, kith
and kin to help see transformation in the lives
of those who were deprived of the basics.
They had a deep conviction to share the joy of
their salvation and wanted people to be drawn
back to God. They became involved in caring
for the sick, widows, and orphans by
establishing dispensaries, hospitals, schools,
vocational training institutions etc. They were
foresighted and prophetic!
On 3rd September we were reminded of Dr.
John Scudder Sr. on his 221st birth
anniversary, which is the ‘Hospital Day’ of
Scudder Memorial Hospital at Ranipet. (It was
here that Dr. Ida S. Scudder was born on 9th
December 1870 to Dr. John Scudder Jr and
Sophia Weld) It was again a reminder that over
42 members of the Scudder family have
served as Missionaries for more than1200
years over 4 generations. It was good to
remember the sacrifice of each of them,
making life better for others. With audacity of
faith the present leadership at the Scudder
Memorial hospital laid foundation stones for
various needed structures within their vast area
of 28 acres. Mr. Richard Rajamanickam from
London represented FOV for these functions.
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These events were time to thank God for
the heritage of these great institutions and be
inspired by those who have trod ahead of us
in difficult times. As I understand, FOV – UK is
keen to see that more from the marginalized
sections of society would be reached with
good health care, enriching them with dignity
and better life. “To whom much is given,
much is expected…”

The picture here is from the entrance of
CSI Hospital at Vandavasi. A young doctor, as
part of his service obligation following
undergraduate training from CMC is making a
difference to those who are in need. In many
of our old mission hospitals, it is not only the
ailing patients, but staff also demoralised with
dilapidated buildings and equipment have to
be taken care of. Dr. Emmanuel Lazarus has
taken upon himself to do his best. He was
cautioned that he would not be able to do
anything much and he would waste his years
of obligation there. He had walked in with
every kind of imagination and apprehension.
He says that his first reception and the
welcome, the team expressed on his arrival
boosted his confidence. There was mutual
cooperation. He gave his best and the team
cooperated with him. Although it is run as a
one-doctor clinic, God has used Emmanuel to
turn that place around. It is his attitude
•
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towards those in need, either patients or staff,
which has made the difference. He has gone
an extra mile to see that this hospital serves
its purpose. He has become so popular with
patients, staff and even the local church that
they have raised support to buy an ECG
machine. As an encouragement the leaders at
the parent hospital at Ranipet have donated
their old X-Ray machine. Senior doctors make
regular visits to help with clinics and also
have come forward to supply all the
medicines needed. What are big brothers for?
Changes are possible!
Even as we work on the above project, we
are exploring ways and means to reach out to
the most deprived. We need to narrow down
on some of the most needy districts in India.
Almost all of them are in North India. Drs.
Deepak & Ashita Singh, after equipping
themselves with additional skills here at

V E L L O R E
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CMC are moving over to a tribal location in
Western India. It is time we make some
inroads there. The extremes exist in this state
of Maharashtra; a farmer’s suicide at one side
of the spectrum and on the other side, the
most expensive houses. Mumbai the State
capital of Maharashtra is the financial capital
of India.
Some of the mission hospitals within the
network of CMC and the Catholic Church are
the mainstay for the large population in those
areas. Many of them contribute towards
nation building through medical, nursing and
allied health training, research, public health
programmes, community development and
cost effective care etc.

Let me highlight two
institutions:
Christian Hospital, Bissamcuttack
Rayagada District of Odisha, with a population
of about 0.9 million, is one of the most

backward parts of Kalahandi, Balangir,
Koraput region. This hospital, located about
50 km from the district hqs, is the largest
hospital in the whole district. It is 58 yrs old,
200 bedded with a School of Nursing and a
Community Health Programme. It is estimated
that CHB accounts for nearly 10% of all
deliveries in the district that is about 14% of
recorded institutional deliveries. In addition,
70% of Caesarean Sections and 80% of all
surgeries are carried out here. As ‘priority
district’ with minimal health care facility CHB
plays a very vital role.

The Duncan Hospital, Raxaul,
East Champaran
The Duncan Hospital was established in
1930, in the bordering district of Bihar with
Nepal. It is the largest in the whole district
with 200 beds. Duncan conducted 5952
deliveries in 2011-12 meeting up to 16% of
all institutional deliveries and also 26% of all
hospital admissions in the district. This
hospital is equipped to provide surgical care,

critical & emergency care, diabetic services,
HIV treatment, rehabilitation and
ophthalmological care. This is the only
centre equipped in that region to handle
complications and provide intensive care.
They cater to a large population across the
border from Nepal. There is also a Nursing
school equipping people from this area with
sound nursing.
In conclusion, if we are not sensitive to
the call of God to care for our fellow human
beings, we fail to understand God Himself
and His call to each one of us. Our brethren
have heeded the call and are serving on our
behalf. It is our responsibility to see that
they are being equipped, nurtured and
provided for. That is in other words
enriching human life…

“Vocation is the place where our
deep gladness meets the world's
deep need.”
Frederick Buechner

PALLIATIVE CARE:
A FAMILY AFFAIR?
Friends of Vellore has been delighted to be involved in the development of the Palliative Care
facilities at CMC and especially the running of the Home Care Team which visits terminally ill
patients in their homes, often some distance from the hospital. We sponsor the programme,
providing the vehicle which takes the team of doctor, nurse and social worker out on their visits
and funding the annual fuel bill.
Palliative Care is not widely available in
India and it is estimated that only 5% of
those who should be supported can get
access to the medical and social aid they
need. I went out on a visit with the team in
June and what is obvious is that the
reassurance that the team can provide is
very wide ranging. As a layman myself, it
does seem that doctors can get too engaged
in the clinical diagnosis and all the medical
options while the patient often needs to
address the financial, social and practical
implications of their condition. This is where
the Home Care Team proves so successful.
V E L L O R E

Home-based palliative care is likely to be
cost effective and the majority of patients
prefer to be comfortable at home with
their own family. I know from talking to the
team that some patients have been
neglected and poorly treated but much of
this is down to ignorance and once the
family has been involved and given advice
and training it is often very pleased to get
involved in the support.
This all seemed to be the case when I
visited Kannamma in June. She is a widow
and lives in a small village about an hour
away from Vellore. Her husband used to
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work as an agricultural labourer, cutting
banana leaves to make thatching material.
After his death, she brought up her three
daughters by selling the felled banana stems
as a vegetable.
The family has had a series of set-backs.
The oldest girl was given in marriage to an
agricultural labourer and lives with her
family 60 kilometres away. The youngest
daughter died in childbirth while the second
daughter Annamma, who is 30 years old,
having contracted a febrile illness at the age
of 7 has been paralysed below the waist
and has a mental disability. Nevertheless,
I S S U E
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she is cheerful, active and cooks and cleans.
Using her arms she can get to the river to
wash clothes.
Kannamma was diagnosed with Stage 3
cervical cancer in July 2013 and received
radiotherapy and chemotherapy. However
the cancer persisted despite treatment and
she had severe pelvic pain and other side
effects including soreness and discharge.
She was put on morphine and other
medications but the team noted that on
their first visit it was clear that she could not
understand or count her medicines. With a
bit of coaching this problem has been
overcome and her pain is well controlled.
Despite the cancer and the relatively high
doses of morphine she is active and
cheerful.
As can be understood, one of
Kannamma’s main concerns was for the
longer term welfare of her disabled
daughter. There is the opportunity for
Annamma to go to a special home but she
is content in the village and the extended
community do help. I asked about practical
support as Kannamma still goes to fetch
water but I was told that there would be
help if she could not manage.
This is just one case where the Home
Care Team has been so successful by
providing visits and support, subsidised
drugs, patient training and help and in
working with the community. It is hoped
that Kannamma will maintain her life
quality in her final months.
As well as a good team to undertake the
visits, the key requirement is a good reliable
vehicle. The present vehicle which we
provided nearly 8 years ago has given great
service but is becoming expensive to run...

and unreliable. This is starting to impact on
the Home Care Team service and Friends of
Vellore would like to provide a new or more

up to date vehicle for the team. So we are
asking for help in bringing this about in
2015.

Kannamma and her thirty year old disabled daughter Annamma.

Kannamma is told about the drugs – what they are for and how to manage the dosage.

LAUNCH OF THE HOME CARE
VEHICLE APPEAL
We need £10,000 to provide the next Home Care Team Vehicle

Friends of Vellore UK is asking for your help in maintaining this wonderful service. FOV is prepared to match all gifts pound for pound from
our reserves so we are asking you for £5,000 which we will make into £10,000 and obtain a new vehicle to enable the team to reach the
villages around Vellore helping terminally ill patients and their families mostly in poor and disadvantaged communities.
Note that with Gift Aid we are asking for £4,000 as we can get £1,000 tax relief on gift aided donations to make our £5,000.
Please give if you are able!

The Home Team has helped so many since the service started and it is needed now more than
ever before as the numbers of elderly increase and institutional support is unaffordable.
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Good Public Health will take
the Pressure off Doctors
With so few doctors available in the rural and more far flung areas of India, it seems
logical that steps are taken to stop people getting sick in the first place.

Immunisation programmes, clean water and
restricting general defecation are good places
to start. Basic support for mothers and
children would greatly improve these
communities where:
• 69 out of 1,000 children die before their
fifth birthday
• Half of all child deaths occur during the
first month of life
• One woman in every 70 is likely, over her
lifetime, to die during or shortly after
pregnancy.
• The new-born mortality rate (NMR) in rural
areas is about one and a half times that of
urban areas.
• The poorest people are twice as likely to
lose a new-born baby as the richest.
Poor sanitation and contaminated water are
linked to transmission of diseases such as
cholera, diarrhoea, dysentery, hepatitis A, and
typhoid. In addition, inadequate or absent
water and sanitation services in health care
facilities put already vulnerable patients at
additional risk of infection and disease.
When there is drought, the poor suffer,
while the richer folk can afford to buy water
from tankers. Basic hygiene comes under
pressure for the poorest and most excluded.
While it is estimated that 90% of urban
dwellers can access safe drinking water, this
is less than 75% in rural areas and reduces
at times of drought.
India’s continued acceptance of general
defecation puts the population under constant
risk.
While villagers remain ignorant of the
dangers, thousands of tons of their excrement
heads to markets every day on fruit and
vegetables, according to Unicef, the United
Nations children’s fund. Each gram of faeces
in an open field contains 10 million viruses, 1
million bacteria and 1,000 parasite cysts.
Sadly we have also seen social problems –
V E L L O R E

for example, girls going to
the fields for “a call of
nature” are too easily
isolated and fall victims to
assaults and rapes.
India spent 2.6 billion
rupees in 2013 on a
campaign to help
eradicate polio after 44
cases were reported
between 2010 and 2011,
according to the WHO. In
the same year, the nation
spent half that amount on
education for toilets and
sanitation. The
government has set
Mahatma Gandhi’s 150th
birthday in 2019 as its
target for achieving “total sanitation,”
including access to toilets for all 1.2 billion
residents.
While we encourage CMC’s initiative to get
clinical staff out to the more remote Mission
Hospitals, perhaps we should also be looking
to these hospitals to become public health
centres. We should promote basic hygiene
and wider medical care information to be
brought about through community interaction
and programmes. There will probably never
be enough doctors in India to give a service
to all but if the pressures on doctors and
hospitals were reduced by a wider
understanding of community healthcare,
medical skills could be focussed on those
who need support rather than on those who
fall ill due to avoidable conditions.
Well, in fact a start has already been made
by CMC. Through the Distance Learning
Department and RUHSA it is offering a
Community Lay-Leaders Health Training
Certificate Course. This is an opportunity for
Christian NGO workers to equip themselves
with medical skills to prevent and treat
illnesses. People working in remote parts of
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the country where there are very primitive or
no healthcare facilities are being trained to
become “agents of change” to help prevent
and treat most of the health problems at
village level, reducing pain and suffering in
addition to health costs.
This is a one year distance learning
programme with 3 contact programmes of 20
days each. There are 660,000 villages in
India and 73% of the population lives in
them. The impact of this project could be
immense if the proportion of villages was
gradually built up.
The course costs £80 per person and is
supported by booklets, videos and animations
as well as by showing health skits and role
play. The key to the programme is the
network of Mission Hospitals, many of which
are situated in the more challenged areas like
Bihar, Jharkhand, Odisha and Chhattisgarh.
Would you like to sponsor an “agent of
change” and start to bring essential
healthcare to the villages?
The Duncan Hospital at Raxaul in Bihar is
one of the Centres for Distance Learning
programmes.
I S S U E
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The Hills were alive...!
The annual alumni reunion was held in the scenic and picturesque setting of Rydal Hall in the
Lake District in September this year.
We were blessed with good weather which
made the weekend even more enjoyable. This
year Dr Prathap Tharyan (Batch of 1974),
Professor of Psychiatry in CMC and President
of the Alumni Association in CMC Vellore,
was our chief guest.
The weekend started on Friday evening
with a short tour of some of the lakes
followed by dinner and a slide show by
Ernest Jehangir(Batch of 79-80) of the annual
August alumni reunion this year in Vellore.
On Saturday morning there was a tour of the
area with visits to the Beatrix Potter House,
Dove Cottage and Lake Windermere. This
was followed by “Biriyani Sapaad” for lunch
and the afternoon meetings. Richard Smith –
Director of FOV in the UK, spoke to us about
the FOV’s initiative with CMC, to help
Mission Hospitals in India and gave us an
update on the progress of this venture.
Prathap Tharyan then gave us an update
from the “Alma Mater” and an inspiring and
passionate overview of the “South East Asia
Cochrane Collaboration” that has been a
ground breaking venture in which CMC and
Prathap have been involved. The Annual
General Body Meeting followed and a new

President, Johnson
Samuel (Batch of 1983)
was unanimously
elected to the post. The
evening started with an
entertaining
performance from a
group of Morris dancers
who managed to get a
lot of the alumni
involved in their
dancing by the end!
There was an excellent
Indian meal provided
by caterers from
Manchester, followed
The Belfragan Morris Dancing Group who attended the Alumni event. They were so
impressed with the work at Vellore that they donated their fee to PTP.
by the usual singing
session.
Next year’s reunion is being held in
Sunday morning worship was held earlier
Coventry at the Holiday Inn Hotel from
than usual and was led by Cannon Isaac
September 11th to 13th. It will be a combined
Poobalan with a thought provoking message
meeting with the FOV Trustees like last year.
and Holy Eucharist. This was followed by
The FOV Trustees’ meeting will be held on
breakfast after which we bid our farewells
the Friday afternoon and it is hoped that the
until next year’s reunion. Ernest and Shyla
FOV Trustees will be able to join us for the
Jehangir did a grand job in the organisation
rest of the weekend. Please make a note
of the event and our heartfelt thanks to both
of these dates in your diary.
of them for all their hard work.

Make a Gift in Your Will
Please consider making a gift in your will. Two codicil
forms on the website are also to provide for those
who would like to make a gift but who have an
existing will. You can specify either a single gift which
can be as little as a pound or you can bequeath a
proportion of your estate which can be anything from
1% upwards.
You can download the appropriate form, complete
it and get it witnessed and lodge it with your will.
The director would be delighted to help you get the
wording right and the purpose of your gift clearly
identified. For example you might want to support the
mission hospital work or disabled children.

.......... 12
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We can ensure that
your kind wishes will
get to the people who
need help.
Remember that
giving to a charity can
help in reducing
inheritance tax and in
the arrangement of
your affairs so do not
hesitate to get
professional guidance
should you need it.
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Friends of Vellore
is very grateful to
the UK Alumni
Association

A gift in your will can bring help to
the very needy, the very excluded
and the very vulnerable

•
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for its generous
sponsorship of this
newsletter. Equally
welcome was a decision
at the meeting that the
Association would
sponsor one newsletter
every year. Very many
thanks to all the Alumni
Association membership
for their support.
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together, we
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SHANKAR’S
STORY:
Shankar (39 years old) lives with his Wife Usha (28 years old)
& Children, Vasanth (9), Thenmozhi (7) & Sanjay (5) in
Mullipalayam, Vellore. Shankar’s father Munusamy worked from
home rolling beedis, while his mother, Renganayaki remained a
house wife. Shankar was 7th in a family of eight, had 4 elder
brothers, 2 elder sisters and a younger brother.
Shankar dropped out of school after Grade 3,
and started to work as a labourer in a cycle
shop at the age of 7. Shankar had his first
drink at the age of 17 learning through his
friends and remained an occasional drinker
for the following 12 years mostly during
festivals.
In the year 2003, the Government of Tamil
Nadu took over the retail vending of Indianmade foreign liquor (IMFL), with alcohol being
made available at 214 shops overnight in the
state of Tamil Nadu. Shankar’s circle of
widened in the years following his marriage
(in 2004) and his drinking habit worsened. He
began to drink more often during local village
ceremonies & deaths along with his friends.
He considered that a man needs to drink and
drinking was a ‘male style of living’. I met him
when I was in Vellore in June and he told me
he was spending 200 Rupees a day on drink
at that time - £70 a month – a truly
devastating amount.
By 2008 besides the pressure from friends,
Shankar started to drink on his own. On the
other hand being expected to be responsible
towards his family, Shankar continued to
struggle to work regularly and finally started
his own cycle shop in 2009 on the Bangalore
Highway in Mullipalayam.
Shankar came to LCECU in December
2012, with complaints of muscular & body
pain. In February 2013, he was referred to
the Psychiatry OPD at LCECU following a
seizure on his way to the temple at Tirupathi.
Following this incident, he was filled with fear
and quit alcohol for a couple of days, however
had 10-15 seizures in the following months
and did not let his wife know about it. On
29th April 2013, while on their way to a
V E L L O R E
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funeral, Shankar had another seizure. The
following day he was brought by his wife to
LCECU, was under admission at LCECU for 3
weeks and discharged on 20th May 2013.
Following discharge, he remained seizurefree and was told to come back for review
each week and was found to have
occasionally had a drink. By August 2013,
he stopped coming back for his treatment in
LCECU. Following Trinity’s visit on 13th August
2013, he came back to see the Psychiatrist
on 16th August 2013. He was reviewed for
a month but in the following months didn’t
turn up.
Trinity, during his visit on 11th November
2013 found that he was depressed, unable to
stop drinking and felt embarrassed to face
the doctors. Shankar promised the therapist
that he would visit LCECU once he had quit
drinking. Trinity, on the other hand
encouraged him to come to LCECU for
de-addiction that would facilitate quitting
alcohol use. Following this advice and
assurance he returned to the psychiatry
OPD at LCECU on 15th November 2013. On
that day, Shankar attended the Group
Sessions for Patients with Alcohol
dependence for the first time and found a ray
of hope that he was not alone. During the
group sessions, he not only could find help to
manage his problem but understood that
there were many others like him struggling
with similar issues and some were really able
to make their way out of the addiction.
Trinity met him regularly and suggested
starting to work again. For the first time in
10 months, Shankar was optimistic in going
back to work that would enable him to start
earning again. On 10th January 2014,
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Wife Usha
with Sanjay

Shankar with one
of his customers

Shankar returned to inform Trinity that he had
re-opened his cycle shop and in the following
weeks, Shankar got to find enough work and
was kept busy the whole day at the shop.
Shankar has remained off alcohol since 11th
November 2013 & says that he is now able to
spend quality time with his family. When I met
him he was very positive and grateful to his
friends in the LCECU outreach which
FOV sponsors.
I S S U E
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Paul Brand
Birth Centenary
Celebrations
On Thursday the 17th of July 2014, the
birth centenary of Paul Brand, the CMC
Chaplaincy department organised a Service
of Thanksgiving. The Chapel was filled to
capacity with only standing room for many
student nurses on the south transept.

.......... 14

CMC A beautiful
thing
Mark 14.6
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The Revd Dr Arul Dhas welcomed people and introduced the service as
a moment of thanksgiving for the life of Paul Brand. Canon Isaac
Poobalan, representing FOV UK preached on the text from the second
Epistle of St Paul to the Corinthians (12.9) 'My Grace is sufficient for
you', a phrase on which much of what Paul Brand did, depended. He
reflected on the continuity between Paul the Apostle and Paul the
Medical Missionary who understood pain and suffering as
transformative in the light of the Cross of Christ. Students from the
College of Nursing sang a special song in celebration of the witness of
God's people.
FOV UK sponsored a Symposium on 'Pain - a blessed suffering'
which was held at the Grace Khoshy Hall ASHA Building, later in the
morning. Invitations were sent out to Heads of the Departments and
over seventy people from different disciplines. The Director, Dr.Sunil
Chandy gave the inaugural talk on the significance of the theme. He
observed that what seemed paradoxical on the face of it, is central to
the Christian understanding of pain and suffering and a response to it,
stemming from such understanding. CMC as the home of a healing
God is a community which is at the very heart of this transformative
understanding of pain. Then followed a short film 'Heart for the

'Beauty for brokenness and life out of death' biographer, D C Wilson, defined Ida's labour
may be said of every doctor, nurse and Allied
It only takes a few moments of stillness and keen eyes to see the
transforming power of CMC in Vellore. During our recent visit to
Vellore, I could not fail to see the out pouring of love and generosity,
in the face of fear, anxiety and death, by staff and students alike. For
most, it would seem another day of work, like any other work, caught
up in the existential angst. But what really goes on beyond the
appearance of drudgery is the extension of compassion revealed in
Christ Jesus and realised in simple acts of medical and nursing care.
This commitment to compassionate care and excellence in standards
is informed and shaped by the fundamental ethos developed and
sustained by CMC.
Having been born and grown up in Vellore, I have always been
mindful of the selfless commitment to excellence and compassion, by
every member of the CMC family. Even those who would regard
themselves as career minded, cannot resist the power of
compassionate care which is at the very heart of CMC. However,
during our visit this summer, I have become more aware than ever
that those who give of themselves generously do not receive due care.
“Care for the Carers” is something that the CMC family would benefit
from, both in the short term and sustained throughout the future, as it
responds to the ever increasing need for affordable quality healthcare.
On returning to Aberdeen from Vellore, I spent some time reflecting
on our time in Vellore. One thought that dominated my mind was
“Care for the Carers”. It was intensified as I read during my daily
prayers, the encounter between the woman who anointed the feet of
Jesus and the Master, in Mark's Gospel. It was a scandal of vast
disproportion. A woman of disrepute goes reckless in her generosity
towards the Master in pouring out expensive ointment on his feet and
wiping it with her hair. And the Man of some repute yields to this
recklessness, in public. Raised eye brows and rumour filled thoughts
called for a response from the Prophet. He said, 'Let her! She has
done a beautiful thing!!'
2 0 1 4
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Outcasts' by Day of Discovery broadcasters narrating the stories of
Margaret and Paul Brand and Sadagopan, a life transformed. A scene
where Paul reaches out and touches the pus and blood stained hands
of a leper with his bare hands illustrated most powerfully, the power of
God's love revealed in people like Paul, Margaret, Ida and the many
who serve God in Vellore.
Participants were treated to refreshments at the YWCA Canteen,
courtesy of Friends of Vellore, UK at the end of the event. The Director,
Prof Sunil Chandy remarked that the theme deserved a comprehensive
consideration though an International Conference at CMC in the future.
We are greatly indebted to the Director, Prof Sunil Chandy for
extending his warm hospitality and to the Chaplaincy team which
organised and managed the event to a very high standard under the
leadership of Revd Dr Arul Dhas. There were many who worked in the
background to make it a real success and above all it was the
participants who were at the heart of this symposium. We thank God
for the words of Lucretius 'Vitai lampada tradunt' turned into a mission
statement by Aunt Ida, 'pass on the torch of life' which lives on in the
lives of those who faithfully serve God in CMC today.
Isaac Poobalan

paraphrased words of Aunt Ida's
of love in the name of Jesus, perfectly. This
Healthcare worker in CMC today.
The Greek word used by Mark the Evangelist for 'beautiful'
means 'an out expression of an inward goodness' which resembles
the meaning for 'sacrament'. Real beauty is an outward expression
of an inward goodness. Ever since my recent visit, I could not stop
myself from thinking that CMC is a beautiful thing and it deserves
something beautiful done to it in return. It was then I came across
the CMC Yelagiri Retreat Centre project.
I heard about this project when asking the Chaplaincy staff about
the long established CMC Retreats. I learnt then that CMC was
donated a piece of land by FOV Australia with funds to commence
the project but that more are needed to see it completed . In the
scheme of things in CMC at present, this is a very minor project and
because this is of lower priority, it has little scope of ascending the
project ladder. Friends of Vellore UK and similar groups have bigger
and more urgent projects to consider, hence, the CMC Alumni in
Aberdeen and friends with a special interest in the wider Friends of
Vellore network, along with the CMC diaspora, hope to take on this
small project and provide CMC with a place to retreat for prayer and
fellowship. It costs CMC over £20,000 per annum to organise staff
and student retreats throughout the year.
I would like to appeal for your prayers, firstly for our friends and
fellow alumni in Vellore who give of themselves generously and
unconditionally. Secondly, I would like to invite you pray for CMC
Yelagiri Retreat Centre Project to be completed and become fully
functional by 2020. Please continue in prayer for CMC, a beautiful
thing and wait for the God of reckless love to inspire people to act
in due course to provide our friends with a retreat, following the
footsteps of the Master who was disciplined in retreating to
mountain tops for prayer and like Aunt Ida who retreated to Hill
Top in Kodikanal in Tamil Nadu, India.
Isaac Poobalan: FOV Scotland
V E L L O R E

Ann Witchalls Hands
on the PTP Baton!
By the time I get to Vellore at the end of October, just as in
UK, stars will be selling on the market stalls and in the
shops and music playing in the restaurants. Even the
humblest home will proudly hang a star at the front
entrance. But babies and misfortune come when they will,
ignoring such special seasons.
Last Christmas I visited the maternity ward at the Rural Community
Hospital (CHAD) on the College Campus to meet the eight or so babies
who were born on Christmas day. Doctors and nurses had visited and
given out brightly coloured bonnets and layette sets to the babies.
Mothers faces glowed with pride and joy as they showed us their new
born babies. Some of these families could not have afforded the safe,
comfortable surroundings if it was not for the donations given by
supporters of the PTP scheme, which helped to pay for the delivery of
their babies in hospital.
In the Men's ward at the Low Cost Effective Care Ward (LCECU),
which serves the Urban Community Health work of CMC, male patients
and their families were warm and lovingly cared for by the staff. Many
of them were there, suffering from high fever and winter ills. Although
the temperature was about 20C, this was still a big drop from the 4045C they experienced in May and made a noticeable difference in their
health. FOV supports the work of LCECU and some patients receive
help with the cost of their treatment through the kind gifts from
supporters of PTP.
It is a truly rewarding opportunity to learn about the inspirational
work being done by CMC to help the marginalised and needy folk, not
only around Vellore, but who come to CMC from all across India.
However, reluctantly I feel that it is time for me to pass on the torch to
others who share my passion for the work of CMC as a whole and the
PTP Scheme in particular.
I am handing on my day to day running of the PTP Scheme to Dr
Dayalan and Dr Vinodhini Clarke. Both Dayalan and his wife, Vinodhini,
are graduates of CMC, who now live and work in Warwick. Dayalan
grew up at CMC, where his father was Head of the Chaplain's
department for a number of years. Indeed his mother was my Tamil
teacher when I first went to CMC in 1963!
I know that the PTP Scheme is in good hands. Dayalan can always
be contacted through the FOV Office. As I bow out I must thank all our
donors, some of whom have faithfully given for more than thirty years,
for their generous and loyal support to the most needy people in Vellore
and further afield. In spite of India's expanding economy, the numbers
in poverty continue to grow and continue to need our help.
Thanks Ann, I hope it goes without saying how indebted we are to
you for carrying the PTP Baton for
the past few years. Being on the
ground and working with Mary in
the PTP Office has set a high
standard but as well as gratitude
for Ann, can we welcome Dayalan
Clarke to the role and wish him
success and enjoyment of
running PTP.
Thank you for caring!
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